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Affordable New Villa | Cozy Three-Bedroom |
Nai Thon Phuket Thailand

Property Detail
Price

8,500,000 THB

Location
Bedrooms
Bathrooms
Land Size
Building Size
Type

Nai Thon Thailand
3
3
261 area
195 sqm
villa

Description
Affordable New Villa
This cozy three-bedroom villa is currently under construction. It will come with full warranties and
buyers still have time to make changes.
Conveniently located in a quiet area just 3k from stunning Nai Thon Beach.
The developer has multiple years of experience within the villa industry and is now introducing a
unique Balinese and Thai-inspired design. This concept will be the first in Phuket of its kind.
These blended design elements were carefully created to represent a fresh and tropical feel. This
combined design concept creates a warm, modern, and luxurious feel throughout the interior as well
as the exterior, visible with the inclusion of large glass sliding doors, allowing for as much natural light
to enter the villa, as well as the functionality of having glass doors to open up the rooms.
The living room offers an open-plan concept with the option to have fully fitter kitchens suitable for all
to enjoy and especially those who like the idea of entertaining in their home.
The interior provides cool colors with earth tones that offer that chique image while creating the
feeling of relaxation and comfort. This theme is present throughout each villa as well as in the large
bedrooms, which make each room seen even larger with a minimalist and clean finish.
High-quality finishes and materials are used to ensure the highest western standards are met.
Bathrooms are completed with large showers and create a light and airy feeling.
Each villa comes with its own private pool adjacent to the master bedroom, which also has its own
private access from the master bedroom and living room, with each room having views out towards
the pool.
Three-bedroom villas start at 8.5M THB.
Furniture packages available for 900,000 THB.
Interested with this listing? Contact us today at:
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